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tuts are faithful and appropriate, and I have no way of 
he answer must include an argument of haslet legal 
not sanction plain stealing in interstate commerce, 
from from the small and powerless, those without 
ty of having regular counsel. Carrying their argument to 
certainly chill interstate commerce. It would make doing 
. It would make the filling of phone orders unprotected. 
ese dishonesty by aekieg for the judicial eanceionine of 
is not deeled. They don t even claim not to have ordered 

Dear Jim, 	Dimondstein's 

Whether or not the cite 
judgiag, it seems to me that 
philosophy, that the law does 
particularly not by the weal 
regular counsel or the capabi 
its logical conclusions would 
the simplest business hazard 

It puts a premium on bus 
a debt the legitimacy of whic 
the last 1,000 books. 

Now who could possibly d 
in each state in which he has 
jurisdiction in addition to 
temetege in an order for 1,000 

This may be a possibilit 
small individuals and it is 
purchases and the net per boo 

They are thus arguing th 
the sums are owed assures fur 
legal sanction. 

There may be more you e 
you'll want to include in 

The Dimondstein account 
and it is thus in all bills 
were of different character. 

It began with a written 
me at a trade convention the 
stein had a booth. That was 

Dimondstein then introd 
name is Mashman. Thereafter m 

The orders were often ph 
and did ship. 

Dimonestein retuned boo fpr which he had not paid and which as a matter of law 
were his property, even if he had not paid for them. I ;earned this when there was extensive 
damage and I then phoned. 	asked me to see what I could do with the trucker. I had 
to go to the last trucker who handled the interstate shipment, not the trucker who picked 
the books up from Dimondstein in New York. CI am not sure but I think that comtrary to 
practise and our agreement 	books were returned without asking for permission.) 

I believe that in this 	re was a relationship of trust between buyer and seller 
and an obligation imposed upo Dimondstein by normal and accepted business practise. 

I asked Mike Michel eta d-1 with the trucking company for me. It then turned out 
that although the trucker 	given up his Maryland officsaaIthough he continued to 
deliver in aryland and I ha to sue him in Pennsylvania. e never denied the damage 
or respondibility for tee 	in practise I understand then pro rated among the 
truckers iavolved. me did as for the price of merely reprinting the number of books 
damaged. I obeained this fr the printer. It was greater than the billed price. Knowing 
that the cost of suing in a eoreign jurisdiction was consume 100e of what I claimed the 
trucker then merely did not e, said "sue me." Michel said I could not possibly come 
out on it and besides, as a tter of ..tJarylaad law, the obligation to sue and the right 
to sue were 4Jimondstein's b 	as a matter of law the property was their's, even if 
they had not paid for it. 

I presume that I info 	Dimondstein through l'eashmaa and I'm sure Ineettenet 
discussed it with 44'erb mim stein at the next AMerican Booksellers Association cone 
vention and show in Wasbingt . I'm sure he said he'd look into this and be in touch with 
me. This was in the corridor leading to the main lobby of the hotel, not at his booth. 

business in interstate commerce is he had to have counsel 
a customer, who can possibly engage counsel in a foreign 
s local counsel, on either the overall sue or the net, 
books? 
for large corporations but it is an iepossibility for 
possible in the book business, where both the valume of 
peewee  guarantee a loss from any litigation, 

t by simply not paying sums owed unless the one to whom 
her loss by suit the dishonesty is with judicial and 

d have out into the complaint and there may be more 
need complaint.  

as a single, continuing account. It is thus on our books 
dared and accuats stated. I'd be surprised if their books 

rder and a verbal agreement between orb Dimondstein and 
urposes of which were precisely this and at which Dimond- 
Washington, early eune 1966. 
a me to his brother-in-law and business official whose 
st of the orders were by phone and from Aashmaa. 
ned to the printer, also in Washington, who provided warehousing 



perhaps they can argue 
trucker and when he did not 
Whether or not this would be 
suit, as I could not do in 
them, When there was no res 
possible occasion. I did co 
and after he did not keep hi 
This inability to obtain Aew 
the claim, as you know. 

I believe that in snswe 
acceptance- of the account eta 
CPA does constitute such an a 
I believe that the fact the 
imondstein owed me money, wa 

6f account. I believe that th 
some Protection from it becau 
public obligations. This alse 
staff bookkeeper. In no sense 
they did these things out of 

If there were any legi 
for a statement of account. I 
that the have to dispute an 
and for the statute argument. 
law. That obviousle can be 1 

I believe that when we 
his own books in my presence 
repaid Bookazine for the res 
books there is not the claim 

be they are also see 
them money and giv:, them fast 
regularly, at least once a 
charge, as a favor and busine 

One result is that at to 
were on a 4exkle Press form:. 
both firms, filed the Bookasi 
it thus was impossible for me 
In my presence Ted Epstein ha 
he came up with nothing. Only 
file was checked did we fiad 
the first possible moment and 
receipt of this 1,000 books 
net have paid the shipping co 
The record I geve them includ. 

I believe that the_placi 
of the amended bill by ueld 

In answer to oint III 
valid one does have a right t 
in the performance of a liven 
constitute a fraud? y consti 
of this 1,000 books and they 
account did not include the 1 

What thi a amounts to is 
driver's mistake when they ar 
mistake and when they knew th 
That surely should get any ho 
bottom of page 6 is disgustin  

o their auot from I NY Jur. 149 on pp 1 and 2 their 
ed when it was asked for on a continuing basis by their 

ent. I note that they omit their CPA in their arguments. 
est was by the CPA, who had the Dimoadsteia becks and saw 

net a simple inquiry but was a request for a statement 
fact this was a Cat led me to believe that I received 
he is liceneed by the State of slew York aad owes 

had meaning because I had the same inquiry from Dieondsteilee 
an they make the representation that follows on p 2, that 

die curiosity. 
y to their argument there would be no purpose in asking 

can t believe the law is as they argue in the next graf, 
curate bill for there to have been a statement of the account  
were this true only erroneous Mlle would be protected by 
or public policy. 
y Held accepted the bill for the 1,000 books after checking 
nd when as the record shoes, I think, that Dimondsteia 
pment of that 1,000 books and when Dimondstein ordered the 
legal insufficiency in their Poiat II. 
to exploit something I did at their request and to save 
eefeice. The printer sent his own trucks to %ti York City 
4e carried the books to Dimondsteia and Booteeine without 
courtesy. 

seine, when they received the books, the papers they signed 
he bookkeeper, not knowing of the seecial arrangement with 
e records not under my name but under that of leerkle Press. 
to know of what happened until the moment I did learn of it, 
his bookkeeper seach all possible files. In every ewe 

when I wondered about the name of the priatee end that 
he record. When I gave it to %Id the next day, whice was 
he had his bookkeeper check his records she confirmed their 
d their order of them. Without this, naturally, they would 
t when they asked Booneetne to reshAp the books to them. 
d the notation of their check to Bookazine. 
g of an order does constitute a contract and the acceptance 
d the bookkeeper does constitute forth or acknowledgement. 

you argue that whether or not their silence argument is 
assume that there is an obligation imposed upon a CPA 
, public function tut and that a CPA's silence does 
uting accptance. Dimondsteir's books showed their receipt 
ayment of shipping costs.seexthateik My statement of 
000 books of which the CPA had to know. 
that they are trying to hold me respoasible for a truck 
the only people in the world who could correct that 
y had made the purchaes and that had no was of tracing it. 
est court's back up. I think their argument over this at the 
when their CPA twice did not tell me aad when their book- 

hat when Dimondstein did not file the claim against the 
back in touch with me I should have known he was a crook. 

a valid legal argument the realities did preclude my filing 
land, and did mean that I had to try to negotiate with 

to my efforts by mail I did go there on the first 
local counsel in advance of that meeting with 

word I did find it impossible to obtain ew York counsel. 
ork counsel had nothing to do with the legitimacy of 



keeper also did not tell me* 
for the mistakes of others tai 
them, they knew they paid the 
it all secret from ye after 
represented nothing" slmeOe 

I raise agaia whether 
several ways. When one ships 
my having confidence they 
beginning in 1966. There then 
both characters, with their 

I cant believe that the 
others to ee protected from c  

he alone knew. Whether or not I can be held responsible 
y knew they ordered these books, hey knew they accepted 
shippings costs on them, and they now claim that in keeping 
these requests for statements of accounts they "mie-
ntilence. 

ir is a "Confidential or fiduciaey relationshier in 
'thout prepeeeent there is a relationship of trust, of 
pay anti laving their word that they will pay, as I did 

is what i regard as the special obligations, I believe of 
volvement of their CPA. 
law requires croosk to admit to crookedness in writing for 
ocks by law, which is what they claim on 7 under IV, They 

do not diepute my repreeentat'on of fact. They merely argue that the law licenses them 
to steal from me by speaking alsely to me and r, `king false promises to pay to me. 

un 8 I believe that were all the rest of their argutents valid the latest in a series 
of entries under a single con t  act in itself keeps the state from having run. They do 
not deny that they entered int• the continuing agreement, the only one we ever had. And 
they do admit that the statute had not run on it. Our book: e show a sOngle account, 
pereuaat to the single ageseme t, a continuing aggeement. therwiee they had he right to 
order that single-  book without prepayment. 

In &dation*  I think ate f this argument is predicated upon= a false assumption, 
that no account had been state . 

There has been no showe 	bottom 8, V, that under our agreement Dimondstein owed 
me no obligation, that I did n t do business with him on the basis of confidence and trust. 
Id: did honor a22 verbal orders Oa did pay the earlier ones. Tbe \tignari decision states 
what is not true in this case 	tees is irrelevant;" here is no acopetable justification 
for the delay. 'Pleintifftwqs lot lulled into inactivityl...." 

I was by Dimeedstein s ge oral reputation, by his having paid the earlier bills, by 
Meeheanle representations for 	by Dimondsteiats own promise to look into the 
matter end be in tough and by -he uadenied agreement by oeid that they did owe me what 
I stated they owed me. There i= no denial of my later writing this to held. The also 
=denied fact is that geld ask -u .0,8 for the photographs of the damage to see if they 
were insured Against it. This is ea acceptance of responsibilty. At the least I was 
entitled to so accept it. It i= merely another part of hold's representations that 
did ''].hill" me, I reeejned in N  yr York for the rest of that week aed made no effort to 
obtain owesel, as I would ha • without his reemeentatione. 

It is simply false to sr 	and gnat contrary to the only evidence, that I "had 
four years to correct" what is called my mistake in the billing. I was entirely unaware 
under conditions which prec 	d awareness. I could not have been more prompt in then 
acting. I obtained the records the and of one business day and was in. New Rochelle before 
lunch the very next day. It is likewise false to argue that "There is nothieg defendant did 
which deceived plaintiff" when Id. did tell me they did owe me and would pay,sxamg 
after checking his own books t ough his own bookkeeper. he did want me to compromise the 
amount due. I did offer to co eomise the interest. This is the kind of arrangement that 
must have corporate approval. did take hie word that his beekeeper was about to leave 
on vacation and had more work haa was possible that was necessary prior to her ieaviag. 
There is no disputing of this 	evidence. t is the only evidence. Iwae then the house 
guest of a couple who resided thin New 'leek state. The husband drove me to Dimonsteints 
place of business. The wife ea a legal eeoeetary. It is obvious that if I had not been 
made these promises and been " tilled" at the least I could have asked that lawyer, whether 
or not a epecialiet in this 7  d of law, to represent me while I was there. That I was 
in Ilew York, which is undiseut d, and that I did not engaged counsel or file them is I 
think substantiation of the fa t that I did take Dimondstein's word, the word not disputed 
in evidence. Thus also the law ern argue what is not in evidence and is contrary to the 
only evidence. I think of this alone they should not prevail and that the argument should 
be made to the court that it ors s =t not consider that they do not state under aeoehebet 



tantiated lawyer 
r oath. That the 
a penalty for 

or not we had an 
whether or not they "1 ailed" me 
lawyers. The same is true of whe 
a thousand and whether or not th 
had run they could have waived 
deny this under oath. There is 
time. 

This makes deliberately : 
assumed for the purposes of thi 
the statements in plaintiff's 

Whatever else you do ane do 
formulation, stripped at this po 
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amount owed below the level that 
investment of that cost to recap 
of the ler! and allege negligeece 
ward business dishonesty. 

They then allege that when 
them a d that unless they aciejt 
They claim that because they k 
gent even though I was pt their 
of the normal working say aftee 

It boils down to the arum 
the protection of the lee and 
money amount of that crookednees 
ememetemme purchase. 

They are in conservative 
the eroeer ridicule of their a 
legal areements you might make. 

itrowing nothing a out the 
in ant V. I believe this added  

argument is not e d 	 all these 
have failed to is I be l ,v 	 state 
e representations under oath. 

whether or not they entered into later agreements, 
are questions of fact not the alltaare opinions of their 
er or not they ordered and received the Islet order of 
y agreed to pay for it. If the statute of limitations 

I allege that they did, under oath. They do not 
ace before the court on this contrary to my iffirmae 

se the opening sent nee of their Memorandum, that "It is 
ti on that all the allegations of the complaint and 
Ting affidavit are true," 

not do I hoe you will seek to reduce this to its simplest 
t of all legalisme, stating what their mctioa really 

and paying bills a large corporation can then order 
the order in lateretate eozeerce, and by keepiag the 

oan justify the cost of litigatioa - and requires tbe 
uee what is owed - claim the :protection etkixede 
to the small victim of what turns out to be straightfor- 

es I am not justified in accpeting 
in writing there is ao admissiene 

seoret from we what I had lee way of knowiag I am uegli-
e of beeineee with the proof leee then four house 
at Obtain or could have obtained that proof. 

they oae.be as crooked as they like and claim 
State courts in that crookedeese as leak ad the 

is below the lie;it for federal. Wert in an e-teestate 

etory, 	t Chester county. ,t Is just poaaieble that 
nt but eiving it thZ actual'aeaatag can augment what 

or the courts I feel they are wake at in their alleeatiena 
pproach ray well addeess that. 

Hastilyp 


